
Left: An early arrival with 1 Squadron was R7877; initially coded JX-K, it became 
JX-T in 1943.  This unit favoured larger code letters (30-inch) than usual (24-inch).

Below: Hawker test Typhoon, R7646 was used for development of the bombing 
modifications and is seen under test at A&AEE in September 1942. The aircraft had 
also been used for canopy trials and displays a whip aerial protruding from the rear 
of the canopy as well as the looped handles (arrowed) replacing the original door-
jettison levers. Repurposed rubberware seems to be under test as dust excluders 
for the cannon.

Opposite page: The second ‘bomber’ unit, 182 Squadron, was allocated a number 
of ‘second-hand’ MK IAs to initiate their training on the type.  R7621 XM-O was one 
of them and is seen here at Martlesham Heath (inset) in late September or October 
1942, sporting yellow ‘Dieppe’ stripes.

Main photo opposite: R7621 XM-O in a Martlesham Heath blast pen.  The 
yellow ‘Dieppe’ stripe shows up as a darker shade (arrowed) and can be seen 
immediately outboard of the wing anhedral/dihedral change.  The leading edge 
stripes extend from the landing light cover to the wing tip light.  The wing tip 
navigation lights were coloured bulbs under clear Perspex covers.
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Below: R7700 spent nearly six months between May and 
October 1942 on performance, handling and R/T trials.  The 
steel strap (arrowed) around the rear fuselage is the first 
attempt at reinforcement of the suspect rear transport joint, 
(see page 46), applied to Typhoons from early September 
1942. This suggests that the photo was taken towards the end 
of the trials despite the earlier national markings which should 
have been updated in July - perhaps a reflection of the priority 
and pace of the trials.

Right:  Note also a gas detection patch (arrowed) on the rear 
fuselage – seldom seen on Typhoons.

Left; With the cockpit door of XM-B held open by a stay, the inside door panel reveals the original cockpit interior colour of 
grey-green and the strengthening cross pressed into the panel. The wing walkway has been considerably shortened, probably 
to remove worn sections.   Access for the pilot was via a series of steps and hand holds with sprung covers. The first step (A)
pulled down from the lower fuselage and the second (B), partly open here, was in the wing root walkway. 

A hand hold (C) is open just below the cockpit cover but the last foot step (D) is closed; it can be more easily seen (above 
right) in a different ‘B’, partly open just to the right of the lower half of the ‘B”. At the top right of the door is one of the two 
levers (E) that would jettison the doors in an emergency.  This is a later aircraft than the one opposite and the interior has been 
painted black.

The triangular head armour can be seen between the columns of the crash pylon which are flanked by panels of armoured 
glass while in the centre is mounted the circular undercarriage warning horn (F).
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TYPHOON IB R8893, 182 SQUADRON, NOVEMBER 1942

After six weeks of training with the Typhoon IA, 182 Squadron received its first Mk IB with 
bomb racks, R8893, on 22 October 1942. Photographed a month later it has acquired 
the codes XM-M and Typhoon special markings as instructed on 19 November 1942.  In 
addition to the white nose and spinner, four black 12-inch stripes were applied chord-
wise under the wings, starting at the wing root and spaced 24 inches apart. The cannon 
barrels have canvas covers. 

 

Modeller’s notes

One of the first Typhoons 
modified to carry bombs, R8893 
displays the short-lived white 
nose and black under-wing 
stripes. Note also the cannon 
with recoil springs mid-barrel. 
As with most Typhoons at this 
time it has the extended exhaust 
stubs.  The aircraft also wears 
the overwing yellow ‘Dieppe’ 
stripes, (see page 32).
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